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Summary

NAMD is a molecular dynamics program designed for high performance simulations of

large biomolecular systems on parallel computers. An object-oriented design implemented

using C++ facilitates the incorporation of new algorithms into the program. NAMD uses

spatial decomposition coupled with a multithreaded, message-driven design which is shown

to scale e�ciently to multiple processors. Also, NAMD incorporates the Distributed Parallel

Multipole Tree Algorithm for full electrostatic force evaluation in O(N) time. NAMD can

be connected via a communication system to a molecular graphics program in order to

provide an interactive modeling tool for viewing and modifying a running simulation. The

application of NAMD to a protein-water system of 32,867 atoms illustrates the performance

of NAMD.
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1 Introduction

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations [11, 29] play an important role in modern molecular

biology. Widely used MD packages include CHARMM [8], X-PLOR [12], GROMOS [39],

AMBER [41], and CEDAR [13]. MD simulations are very computer time-intensive. Even

simulations of systems of modest size, e.g., 5000 atoms, require hours or days to complete.

This limits the physical time and the size of the systems that can be studied. A promising

means of overcoming these limitations is through the use of parallel computers. Several exist-

ing MD programs such as X-PLOR, CHARMM [9], and GROMOS [14] have been altered to

allow them to run on parallel machines. These programs contain a large body of sequential

code that was modi�ed to operate in parallel rather than redesigned speci�cally from the

ground up for parallel execution. The program NAMD was, in contrast, developed speci�-

cally for distributed memory parallel machines. The program uses a spatial decomposition

scheme to partition the domain in a way that provides maximum scalability. Independent

threads of control are used to provide exible load-balancing capabilities while maintaining

a simple, uniform decomposition scheme. Message-driven scheduling is used to order the

execution of these threads of control in a way that reduces the impact of communication

latency. These principles lead to a high performance parallel design that scales well to large

numbers of processors.

MD is a relatively young methodology, and many new techniques and algorithms are

still being developed which promise dramatic increases in the speed, size, and length of

simulations that can be performed. In order to explore new methods with ease, NAMD

uses an object-oriented design implemented in C++, an object-oriented extension to the C
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programming language. Its highly modular design and implementation allow new algorithms

to be added easily without a�ecting the overall structure of the program. In addition, the

design and implementation are documented so that NAMD can be understood by researchers

without examining the source code.

A new algorithm that has been incorporated into NAMD is the Distributed Parallel

Multipole Tree Algorithm (DPMTA) [35]. DPMTA provides an O(N) means to calculate

full electrostatics interactions, where N is the number of atoms in the simulation. Building

upon previous work [42], DPMTA is incorporated into NAMD in an e�cient and modular

way via a multiple time stepping scheme and a set of interface objects.

NAMD can be employed within the interactive modeling system MDScope [31], which

allows researchers to view and alter a running simulation. MDScope links NAMD to a

molecular graphics program via a set of communication routines and processes. This type

of system is particularly useful for solving highly interactive modeling problems such as

structure determination and re�nement.

To demonstrate the performance of NAMD, it and two other MD programs are applied

to the protein calmodulin in a sphere of water.

To illustrate a demanding application of NAMD, the simulation of a protein-DNA com-

plex, the estrogen receptor, in a bath of water comprising altogether more than 36,000 atoms

is described. This system is not only large but it needs full electrostatic interactions.
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2 Features

NAMD is an MD package with the features necessary to perform typical molecular dynamics

simulations. These features include the following: CHARMM19 and CHARMM22 parameter

support, NVE ensemble dynamics, velocity rescaling, Langevin dynamics, harmonic atom

restraints, energy minimization, and �le compatibility with X-PLOR. Two forms of boundary

conditions are currently provided by NAMD: one is vacuum, i.e., an in�nite vacuum accessible

to the model, and the other is a spherical boundary realized through harmonic potentials that

restrain atoms within a sphere of a user-de�ned radius [10]. Production quality simulations of

several molecular systems are currently being performed with NAMD using these capabilities.

Additional features such as NpT ensemble simulations, the ability to �x atom positions, and

periodic boundary conditions are being developed. Also, NAMD has a couple of unique

features which are detailed in the following subsections.

2.1 Full electrostatics using DPMTA

The most computationally expensive operation in molecular dynamics is the computation of

the non-bonded interactions. If a direct calculation method is used, the computation of elec-

trostatic interactions between all pairs of atoms requires O(N2) operations. In order to avoid

this large computational cost, most MD programs use cut-o� distances, where interactions

between pairs of atoms separated by more than the cut-o� distance are neglected. However,

it has been demonstrated that truncating the electrostatic interactions in this manner can

qualitatively misrepresent physical properties of the system [43]. In order to provide full

electrostatic computations without incurring high computational overhead, NAMD employs
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DPMTA [35]. This program implements a hybrid of the fast multipole algorithm [20] and

Barnes and Hut treecode algorithms [3], and it reduces the computational complexity of eval-

uating electrostatic interactions for all pairs of atoms from O(N2) to O(N). Like NAMD,

DPMTA was developed for distributed memory parallel computers and scales e�ciently to

large numbers of processors.

2.2 Interactive modeling

MDScope is a system developed to perform interactive MD simulations. It combines the

computational power of NAMD with a molecular graphics program VMD using the com-

munication package MDComm [31]. Such a system is invaluable for tasks such as structure

re�nement or structure determination. A sample setup for the use of MDScope is shown in

�gure 1. Figure 1

hereThe high computational performance of NAMD is an essential requirement for MDScope

since e�ective interactive modeling requires that ten femtoseconds of simulation time be

performed during each second of viewing time. To achieve such high computational rates,

large parallel supercomputers are necessary. Thus, MDScope enables VMD to connect from

a remote graphics workstation to NAMD running on a parallel supercomputer.

The molecular graphics program VMD allows not only exible viewing of static structures

but also viewing and modi�cation of running simulations. The key features of VMD are

� exible selection language for choosing atom subsets for a variety of rendering and

coloring options,

� options for displaying images in stereo using a side-by-side format, or Crystal-Eyes
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stereo mode for suitably equipped systems,

� support for use of spatial tracking devices which function as a 3D pointer, with accom-

panying 3D user interface in a stereo display environment,

� modular design and implementation in C++.

MDComm is a set of library calls and processes developed at NCSA, which allows com-

munication between a graphical display program and a running MD simulation. MDComm

not only communicates results from the MD simulation but also allows the graphics program

to start a simulation and detach from and reattach to a running simulation. Key features of

MDComm are

� process control in a networked environment,

� support for heterogeneous systems,

� concurrency on multiprocessor systems,

� low-overhead implementation.

Currently, MDScope incorporates only limited capabilities for the modi�cation of a run-

ning simulation. Development is underway to enhance these capabilities, e.g., to include the

ability to switch between energy minimization and free dynamics, to place atoms, molecules

and side chains, and to apply forces to an atom or a set of atoms.
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3 Design

The computations involved in each time step of MD can be broken into several portions.

First, the forces acting on each atom are computed according to the empirical force �eld that

approximates intramolecular forces. The force �eld used by NAMD is the CHARMM force

�eld which includes 2-, 3-, and 4-body interactions, electrostatic interactions, and van der

Waals interactions. Once these forces are computed, a numerical integration scheme is used

to update the positions and velocities of all the atoms. The force calculations are the major

time-consuming portion of the simulation, and it is this that requires the most attention

in parallelization. The numerical integrator currently used by NAMD is the velocity Verlet

method [2] which represents a minor fraction of the overall computation of the simulation.

More elaborate integration methods which allow longer time steps and, thereby, simulations

over longer time scales are being explored [34].

The design of NAMD provides the functionality described previously while trying to

achieve the three major goals of high performance, scalability to very large parallel comput-

ers, and modularity. The following sections describe key features of the NAMD design and

how they help achieve these goals.

3.1 Multiple time-step integration with DPMTA

To further reduce the computational cost of computing full electrostatics, NAMD uses a

multiple time-stepping integration scheme. In this scheme, the total force acting on each

atom is broken into two pieces, a local component and a long range component. The local

force component consists of all bonded interactions as well as all non-bonded interactions
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for pairs that are separated by less than local interaction length. The long range component

consists only of electrostatic interactions outside of the local interaction length. Since the

long range forces are slowly varying, they are not evaluated every time step. Instead, they

are evaluated every k time steps [2, p. 152] where each set of k time steps is referred to as

a cycle. In the time steps between long range force evaluations, the force from the previous

evaluation is reused. For appropriate values of k, it is believed that the error introduced

by this infrequent evaluation is modest compared to the error incurred by the use of the

numerical (Verlet) integrator. As shown in table 1, the performance of NAMD with the

use of DPMTA to provide full electrostatics adds approximately 50% to the run time of a

simulation as compared to NAMD with an 8 �A electrostatic cut-o�. Improved methods for

incorporating the long range forces, which reduce the frequency at which they need to be

evaluated, have recently been implemented. Table 1

hereIn the scheme described above, the van der Waals forces are neglected beyond the local

interaction distance. Thus the van der Waals cut-o� distance forms a lower limit to the local

interaction distance. While this is believed to be su�cient, there are investigations underway

to remove this limitation and provide full van der Waals calculations in O(N) time as well.

3.2 Spatial decomposition

A critical decision in the design of a parallel program is how to divide the work among

processors so that equal amounts of work are assigned to each processor and so that the

amount of memory and communication needed by each processor remains scalable. To de�ne

ideal scalability, consider a system of N atoms that requires time t to run on P processors
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and uses memory m and communication bandwidth c on each node. If ideal scalability

were achieved, t, m, and c would remain unchanged if both N and P were increased by

a constant factor. Most current parallel MD programs divide the work among processors

using a form of force decomposition. Using this method, all computational interactions are

distributed in an equitable manner to the processors. However, in the naive case with fully

replicated coordinates, such a decomposition requires O(N) storage and communication. A

more e�cient decomposition proposed by Plimpton and Hendrickson [33] reduces the memory

and communication requirements to O(N=
p
P ) yet does not avoid the limit on scalability

inherent with these methods.

To avoid these limitations, NAMD uses a spatial decomposition. In such a scheme, the

spatial domain of the problem is split into disjoint regions of space, and these are then

assigned to processors. Each processor computes interactions for only those atoms in its

region, stores information for only these atoms, and for local interactions communicates these

coordinates to only those processors assigned to neighboring regions. Therefore, this scheme

scales nearly as O(N=P ) in terms of computation, memory, and communication. It provides

NAMD with a decomposition that will scale e�ciently to large numbers of processors. This

spatial decomposition is used only for the local interactions that are directly calculated. The

e�cient handling of long range non-bonded interactions is left to DPMTA, which was also

designed to scale e�ciently to large numbers of processors.

If a single region of a spatial decomposition is mapped to each processor, load-balancing

problems due to inhomogeneous densities of atoms (e.g., density di�erences between protein

and water and edge e�ects) arise. A decomposition that distributes the work load evenly
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across processors is di�cult to achieve and the computational e�ort needed to determine

such a distribution is often quite large. To avoid this problem, NAMD employs a uniform

decomposition of space coupled with multiple threads of control, which is described in the

next section. A well balanced decomposition is achieved by dividing the spatial domain of

the problem into uniform cubes referred to as patches. A sample decomposition for a small

polypeptide is shown in �gure 2. The length of a side of a patch is slightly longer than the

local interaction length. Thus, each patch communicates only with its neighboring patches

to evaluate local interactions. Such a cubic decomposition is easy to compute and is used

as a framework for force computation. It is assumed that there are many more patches

than processors. The mapping of patches to processors can be then adjusted to balance the

computational load across processors. The issue of load balancing is described in greater

detail in section 5.2.

Spatial decomposition into uniform cubes with multiple cubes per processor has been used

for parallel molecular dynamics by Esselink and Hilbers [17]. They obtain excellent results

on a transputer network with timings that agree well with the formula �+�(N=P ) where �

and � are constants. Their results support our design choice of spatial decomposition. Figure 2

here

3.3 Multiple threads of control

NAMD uses a design with multiple threads of control, where each patch (described above)

is implemented as an object that acts as its own thread of control. Each patch maintains

its own state and contains functions which alter this state. Each patch is able to perform

its own operations independent of the order of scheduling relative to other patches, or the
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processor that it is assigned to. In this manner, the same decomposition can be applied

regardless of the number of processors that a simulation is running on.

By utilizing this scheme, NAMD maintains a simple spatial decomposition that is de-

sirable for generality and ease of computation, while retaining the exibility necessary to

provide load balancing for irregular systems. The alternative, which is to use irregularly

shaped regions of space that are constructed to provide computationally equal regions of

space, would complicate communication patterns. Because of the separation between the

computational responsibilities of a patch and the distribution of patches to processors, a

variety of di�erent schemes for distributing patches can be tried without changing any of the

sequential code that performs the computations for the simulation.

3.4 Message-driven scheduling

In order to execute the design that has been described, the scheduling of the computations

to be performed should be done in a way that minimizes the idle time of each processor.

In current parallel MD programs, the order in which computations are performed is �xed.

If a computation requires information that has not yet arrived from another processor, the

processor waits idle until this information arrives.

To avoid idle time, NAMD does not follow a set order in its computation. Instead, the

order of computation is determined by the arrival of messages. In this way, a computation

is scheduled only when all of the necessary data are available. This idea of message-driven

scheduling [25] is similar to that of active messages, which has received much attention

recently [40]. However, the message-driven scheduling implemented within NAMD is not
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interrupt-driven as active messages are. Every computation in NAMD, including interac-

tions requiring data only from the local processor, is scheduled by the receipt of a message.

In addition, a priority scheme is used so that messages are processed in an e�cient manner.

Scheduling based on these priorities insures that messages that require return communica-

tions are processed before messages that require only computation. These ideas lead to a

design that overlaps the computation time of one patch with the communication wait time

of another patch.

To better understand how this message-driven scheduling combines with multiple threads

of control to provide a design that is tolerant of communication latency, consider the simple

example shown in �gure 3. In this example, three patches are maintained. Two of the

patches, A and B are assigned to processor 1 and patch C is assigned to processor 2. During

each time step, each patch must perform the following tasks:

1. send atom positions to neighboring patches,

2. receive atom positions from neighbors, calculate interactions between local atoms and

neighbor atoms for which positions were received, and send the resulting forces,

3. calculate interactions between local atoms,

4. receive forces calculated by other patches and add these forces to the local forces,

5. perform a numerical integration step using these forces.

Assume that the patches communicate as shown, that is, patch C sends all of its atom posi-

tions to patch B and receives forces in return from B. Patch B sends all of its atom positions
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to patch A and receives forces in return. As shown in the two timing diagrams for processor

1, consider two scheduling algorithms. The �rst is a traditional scheduling method where

operations are performed in a �xed order, that is, both patches must perform each task be-

fore either continues to the next. The second is a message-driven algorithm. The �xed order

algorithm incurs idle processor time waiting for the interprocessor atoms position message

to be sent from patch C to patch B. The message-driven algorithm overlaps this communi-

cation latency time with useful computations from patch A, which incurs no communication

latency since all of its messages are intraprocessor in nature. While it is possible to deter-

mine a �xed order schedule to overcome these problems for this simple example, doing so

for a 3-D simulation with many processors and more complicated communication patterns

is practically impossible. The automatic adaptiveness of message-driven scheduling makes it

suitable for a wide range of processor and interprocessor network speeds. A comprehensive

study of message-driven execution and its impact on performance can be found in [21]. Figure 3

here

3.5 Object-oriented design

Modularity is a major goal of NAMD, since it allows the program to be modi�ed easily and

allows multiple researchers to e�ciently contribute to the program. In order to provide a

high degree of modularity, NAMD is based on an object-oriented design. Using the object-

oriented paradigm, the program consists of a small set of classes, each class consisting of

objects of the same type of data structure and functions that can be performed on them.

The level of modularity in such a design is very high since the dependencies of one class on

another are limited to the functions provided by the second class. The internal workings of
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each class are completely hidden from other classes. Thus the internal details of any class

can be modi�ed without a�ecting any other classes. Table 2 shows a summary of the classes

present in NAMD and the functionality that each provides. Table 2

hereThe most important class in NAMD is the Patch. A schematic diagram of the design of

the Patch class is shown in �gure 4. Each Patch is responsible for maintaining the current

position and velocity of every atom within its region (i.e., cube) of space. The Patch class

is also responsible for calculating the forces acting on each of these atoms during each time

step and using these forces to integrate the equations of motion to obtain new values for the

position and velocity of each atom. Each Patch contains a set of force objects, each of which

is responsible for computing a component of the force �eld. In addition, each Patch also

contains an Integrate object which is responsible for using the current forces to perform

numerical integration and determine new positions and velocities for atoms in its region of

space. The majority of the logic in this class is used to coordinate the computation of forces

and positions in a consistent manner. In addition, the procedures for transfering atoms from

one region of space to another, as the simulation continues, is implemented by the Patch

class. Figure 4

hereTo allow a exible and modular implementation, each contribution to the force �eld

(i.e., each distinct term in the energy potential function such as 2-body bonds, 3-body

bonds, harmonic boundary potentials, etc.) is implemented as a separate class. In this way,

calculations of the force �eld components are completely separate. In addition, components

of the force �eld can be enabled or disabled by creating or excluding speci�c objects. All of

the force objects share a similar interface, which allows the Patch to utilizes all of the force
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components in a very uniform manner. This interface includes functions for computing forces

for local atoms, for computing interactions between local atoms and atoms from neighboring

patches, and for reporting energies.

4 Implementation

NAMD uses C++ to implement the design ideas described in the previous section in a

modular and e�cient manner. It is in this implementation that the critical ideas of the design

are realized. The design and implementation are documented in a Programmer's Guide. The

following subsections describe some of the important aspects of this implementation.

4.1 Implementation in C++

The choice of a language with object-oriented constructs facilitates the implementation and

enforcement of the object-oriented design. While implementation of these ideas in a tradi-

tional procedural language such as C is possible, it is not natural and can be easily bypassed.

While C++ provides the object-oriented support that is desired, there are questions re-

garding its performance [22] and portability. To address these concerns, conscious e�orts

were made to avoid features that could adversely e�ect the performance or portability of

the program. To avoid performance problems, the code that performs the actual numerical

calculations is reduced to plain C code. In these portions of the code, complicated constructs

that may not lead to optimal compilation are avoided. The code inlining features of C++

are heavily used throughout NAMD. To avoid run time function lookups, excessive use of
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virtual functions is avoided. In order to prevent possible portability problems, features of

C++ that are not standard across platforms, such as templates, are avoided as well. By

using these techniques, NAMD's implementation in C++ does not carry signi�cant porta-

bility penalties over a similar implementation in a more traditional language such as C or

FORTRAN. Performance comparisons between NAMD and other MD packages proves that

this careful C++ implementation does, in fact, incur only minor performance penalties over

implementations in FORTRAN and C.

4.2 Object-oriented interface to DPMTA

An example of how object-oriented techniques are used to maintain the modularity of NAMD

is the interface used to incorporate DPMTA. A key issue in the integration of the capabilities

of NAMD and DPMTA was whether or not the two would share a common decomposition of

the molecular system. In order to maintain the modularity and exibility of both programs,

an interface layer rather than a shared decomposition has been implemented. A schematic

diagram of this interface is shown in �gure 5. The interface uses two classes, one that

provides the interface that DPMTA expects and another that provides the interface that

NAMD expects. Figure 5

hereOn the DPMTA side is the class FMAInterface. This class provides DPMTA with atom

coordinates and a charge for every atom on the processor. On the NAMD side of the interface

is the LongForce class. It has an interface that looks like the other force objects that reside

in the Patch class. Each time that DPMTA is called to do force evaluation, each LongForce

object passes the coordinates from its patch to the local FMAInterface object. When the
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FMAInterface object has received all of the coordinates for its processor, it invokes DPMTA.

When the results are returned, the FMAInterface object is responsible for passing the results

back to the appropriate LongForce objects.

This dual decomposition adds an insigni�cant amount of overhead. The interface main-

tains a very high level of modularity and abstraction between NAMD and DPMTA. As a

demonstration of this modularity, these same objects were used to implement a direct cal-

culation scheme for computing full electrostatics (for testing) without changing any source

code outside of the interface classes.

4.3 Portable parallelism

It is intended that NAMD be portable across various parallel architectures, operating sys-

tems, and message-passing protocols. There are several design features which address this

goal. The �rst is the complete separation of the parallel control and scheduling logic from

the sequential computational portions of the code. This allows the parallel control structure

of the program, which is relatively small, to change without a�ecting the sequential por-

tions of the code. The second feature is the isolation of the majority of source code from

protocol-speci�c function calls. Thus, the amount of code that is dependent on the underly-

ing protocol is small. The current release of NAMD uses these ideas to implement versions

for di�erent parallel systems, PVM [19] and Charm++ [27].
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NAMD using PVM

The PVM version of NAMD uses a Communicate object on each node to provide the send

and receive protocols for the program. For messages that are sent between patches on the

same node, this communication is handled entirely by the Communicate object on that node.

For messages sent between nodes, the Communicate object on the sending node converts the

message to a PVM packet and sends it to the receiving node using the PVM send routine.

The Communicate object on the receiving node receives the message and converts to the

form expected. While currently implemented only for PVM, the Communicate class could

easily be adapted to any similar protocol providing simple sends and receives. A version of

the Communicate class for the MPI communication protocol is being developed.

In addition to the Communicate class created for PVM, the message-driven scheduling

for the processing of messages must be explicitly expressed, since PVM provides no such

mechanism. This functionality is provided by the PatchList class. The major part of this

class is simply a loop that polls the Communicate class for messages that have arrived and

then schedules the execution of patches accordingly. This code also implements the priority

scheme for the processing of messages.

NAMD using Charm++

Charm++ is a portable, object-oriented, message-driven parallel programming environ-

ment [27]. Charm++ is a superset of the C++ programming language that includes con-

structs for parallel implementations. In contrast to PVM, which provides only an underlying

communication protocol, Charm++ includes an entire parallel system based on message-
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driven scheduling. Because of this, the logic that was created in the PatchList class for

the PVM version is much more naturally and concisely expressed in the Charm++ version.

Another signi�cant advantage of Charm++ is the ability to maintain modularity without

sacri�cing message-driven scheduling. In the PVM version, any message that wishes to be

handled in a message-driven fashion must be added to the control logic of the PatchList class

explicitly. This creates dependencies and clutters the logic of the PatchList. In Charm++,

the processing of all messages is scheduled in a message-driven fashion. A receive-based

message-passing system cannot achieve this uniformity as elegantly or e�ciently [26].

In addition, the Charm++ programming environment includes several tools for analyzing

the performance of parallel programs. One of these, Projections, provides visual output

showing CPU utilization, message creation, message receipt, and other useful statistics.

This tool has been applied to analyze the performance of NAMD.

5 Performance

The primary goal for NAMD is to provide the highest performance possible, thus allowing

simulations of large systems faster than was previously possible. There are two important

aspects to NAMD's performance. The �rst is its performance on a single node and the

second is the parallel performance, i.e., how e�ciently the program is able to utilize parallel

machines. The following sections discuss NAMD's current performance, how it compares to

other MD packages, and plans for improving this performance in the future.
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5.1 Current performance

While NAMD has only recently been released in its �rst version and many performance

improvements are still being made, it has already shown favorable results in comparison to

other parallel molecular dynamics programs. Table 3 shows run times for NAMD, X-PLOR

release 3.1, and CHARMM release c23f3 on a cluster of HP workstations connected via ATM,

and �gure 6 shows a graph of the speedup versus the number of processors for these runs. The

molecular system simulated is the protein calmodulin in a bath of 10,474 water molecules.

The total number of atoms is 32,867 of which 32 are ions and 1,413 are calmodulin united

atoms. We measured the latency time for PVM on this hardware and software combination

to be 419 microseconds per message and the bandwith to be 85 Mbits/sec. As these results

show, NAMD is still slower than either program on a single node as might be expected when

comparing a sequential program that is relatively new to programs that have been optimized

over a period of years. Improvements to the sequential computational portions of NAMD

are currently being made that are expected to lessen the performance gap on a single node

between NAMD and the other programs. However, NAMD appears to scale more e�ciently

than either of these programs as the number of nodes used for the simulation increases, up

to the 8 nodes used in this study. When eight processors are used, NAMD performs as well

or better than either of the other programs. As larger numbers of processors are used, this

performance di�erence is likely be even more pronounced. The speedup of about 6 with 8

processors for NAMD indicates possibility of attening of speedups with a larger number of

processors; however, the speedups will be relatively high compared with the other programs.

As a test that does not so conveniently lend itself to a parallel simulation, a 4,885-atom
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protein-DNA complex without water was simulated for twenty time steps. (This system was

obtained from that described in Section 6 by removing the water.) The execution time in

seconds was as follows:

Number of Processors 1 2 4 8

NAMD run time 1118 655 411 241

The current limitation on speedup can be attributed to two factors. First, on a cluster

of workstations, the asynchronous interventions from the operating system impact perfor-

mance, as some processors may slow the others down. Second, the load balancing and the

communication structure has not been optimized in the current implementation. Numerous

e�orts are underway to improve the parallel performance of NAMD. With these improve-

ments, we expect to attain close to perfect speedups on stand-alone parallel machines with 8

or more processors for the same size system. It is also important to note that speedups can-

not continue to scale up to a large number of processors, for the same|�xed size|molecular

system, nor is that a goal of NAMD. Instead, we aim at scaled speedup: i.e., if the number of

atoms (or more precisely, the total amount of computational work) is increased k times, we

aim at �nishing the computation in the same amount of time with k times more processors.

Such scalable speedups have been demonstrated by [17] using spatial decomposition, in a

relatively homogeneous context with periodic boundary conditions. In the near future, with

further ongoing research, we expect to demonstrate scalable speedups for large inhomoge-

neous molecular systems, both for relatively regular domains generated by periodic boundary

conditions, and for the irregular domains that exist in simulations without periodicity.
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One of the most important issues for the parallel performance of NAMD is load balancing,

which is discussed in the next subsection. Other performance issues are discussed in the

subsequent subsection. Figure 6

here

Table 3

here

5.2 Load balancing

The problem of load balancing within NAMD is that of �nding an optimal distribution of

patches to processors. The algorithm for doing this involves balancing the computational

and communication costs for the patches assigned to each processor. An e�ective algorithm

must try to preserve the locality of patches. All patches must communicate with neighboring

patches, but communication with a patch on the same processor is inexpensive, requiring only

the passing of a memory address from one object to another. Interprocessor communication is

considerably more expensive, requiring data to be transferred across the network connecting

processors. Thus the load balancing scheme must try to balance the computational load

across processors while preserving the locality of patches.

The distribution method currently implemented within NAMD is based on recursive,

orthogonal bisection [4]. This distribution method relies on a heuristic cost function to

approximate the load on each patch. This function factors in not only the number of atoms,

but also the number of patches per processor, local communication costs, and interprocessor

communication costs. The distribution method tries to balance the sum of the cost function

for all the patches assigned to each processor.

Recursive bisection is used to partition the patches into rectangular sections that are

assigned to processors. This procedure is demonstrated for two dimensions in �gure 7. It
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involves splitting the entire region into two portions, each of which has an approximately

equal value for the heuristic cost function. Then each of these two sections are subdivided in a

similar manner. This procedure is repeated recursively until the system has been partitioned

into as many sections as there are processors. This method is limited in its exibility though,

since it can only divide the system into rectangular sections. Improvements in this algorithm

are planned and are briey discussed in the following subsection. Figure 7

here

5.3 Future load-balancing enhancements

As mentioned previously, the current method for the initial distribution of patches to proces-

sors is limited in that it can divide the system only into rectangular regions. To remove this

limitation, procedures to move small convex regions of patches from heavily loaded proces-

sors to less heavily loaded neighboring processors are being developed. By using smaller,

more irregular shapes to assign patches to processors, a more accurate balancing of the cost

function can be obtained. In addition, an even �ner tuning of the balance of the cost function

is being implemented. For each pair of neighboring patches, Newton's third law is exploited

to reduce the cost of computing local electrostatics. In this method, one patch sends all of its

atoms coordinates to the neighboring patch. The receiving patch then computes electrostatic

interactions between the two sets of atoms and returns the forces to the original patch. Thus

for this pair of patches, only one bears the computational cost for the electrostatic compu-

tations between them. In this procedure, the assignment of the electrostatic computation to

pairs of patches that reside on separate processors is examined and adjusted to balance the

load between processors [42].
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Another concern is that of maintaining load balance as a simulation progresses. Even if

the initial distribution provides an even balance across all processors, the system may become

imbalanced as atoms move during the course of the simulation. To address this issue, NAMD

currently gathers detailed statistics concerning the computation and idle times of all patches

and processors involved in the simulation. Various schemes are being explored to use this

information to maintain the load balance as the simulation continues. One scheme involves

infrequently using these statistics along with the initial patch distribution scheme to remap

patches to processors. Another is to perform a frequent incremental patch reassignment

procedure, involving small changes.

5.4 Other optimizations

Other optimizations implemented in NAMD range from better algorithms and methods for

single node computation to better messaging schemes to enhance the parallel performance

and scalability of NAMD. Some of these optimizations will be described in this subsection.

A �rst optimization concerns the elimination of duplicate messages. Each patch sends

the coordinates of all of its atoms to a subset of its neighbors. These messages are the

largest messages sent in NAMD and identical information is sent to each patch. In a naive

implementation, if a patch has three neighboring patches that reside on another processor, it

would send three copies of the same message to this processor. To eliminate this redundancy,

a single message is sent and delivered to all three patches instead of sending separate messages

to each patch. This is done in such a way that no patch is aware that it is processing a message

that will be or was used by other patches, thereby minimizing the code changes necessary
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for this optimization.

A further optimization is for communication networks such as ATM where a high band-

width is provided, but with a fairly high latency cost per message. With such a network,

sending a few larger messages is more e�cient than sending many smaller messages, since

the message latency is incurred fewer times. To accomplish this, the Communicate class

combines multiple messages to be sent to the same processor into one physical message to

be sent over the network. This device is used in situations such as the beginning of a time

step when many messages are sent at the same time to the same processor. It cannot be

used for all messages destined for some given node without incurring signi�cant delay. This

optimization has provided a signi�cant performance increase on a network of workstations

connected via ATM.

6 Application to a large supramolecular system

In recent years the structures of rather large biomolecules, encompassing 10,000 to 100,000

atoms, have been determined. Examples are the photosynthetic reaction center [15] [18], the

myosin head group [36], ATPase [1], and cytochrome oxydase [30]. Furthermore, biomolecu-

lar systems consisting of aggregates of molecules have recently become targets of simulation

studies, e.g., lipid bilayers [32] [24] [43] membrane-protein complexes [44], F-actin [28] [38],

and protein-DNA complexes [5] [16] [23]. The size of these systems, often requiring im-

mersion in a bath of water, exceeds by about an order of magnitude the size of systems

conventionally simulated today, i.e., about 5,000 atoms. Experimental molecular biology is

targeting larger and larger structures, in particular, supramolecular structures, and compu-
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tational structural biology needs to advance its tools to follow this trend. The development

of a simulation program like NAMD is particularly timely in this respect.

As an example, NAMD has been applied to simulate a complex of a protein with a

segment of DNA in a bath of salt water, comprising altogether 36,000 atoms. The protein

chosen is the estrogen receptor (ER), a member of the steroid hormone receptor family.

This protein functions as a ligand-dependent transcription factor and contains three main

functional domains: the NH2-terminal ligand-binding domain, which a�ects transcription

e�ciency, the central DNA-binding domain, which binds to the target gene, i.e., recognizes

a speci�c DNA sequence, and the COOH-terminal hormone-binding domain, which binds

to estrogen. At present, only the structure of the DNA-binding domain is known [37].

The estrogen receptor is known to function as a dimer in binding to DNA and regulating

transcription. Accordingly, our sample system includes two estrogen receptors but only their

DNA-binding domains. The simulation is similar to that of a complex of DNA with a dimer

of a glucocorticoid receptor reported in [7] [6].

The crystallographic structure of the estrogen receptor reported in [37], contains two

units, each with a DNA-binding domain dimer, the response element, and water molecules,

but one unit is not completely resolved. A complete unit of this structure was used to prepare

an initial model of the ER-DNA-water system, which is composed of a DBD dimer, the ER

response element, and ions, embedded in a sphere of 11,000 water molecules. The volume of

water is large enough not only to incorporate the whole system but also to allow the DNA

enough exibility to unwind and bend.

Molecular dynamics simulations were performed on this system with NAMD using a
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cluster of HP workstations connected via an ATM switch. Using 8 workstations, 50 ps of

simulation time can be computed in a matter of 2 or 3 days.

Because of the highly charged nature of the system, it is also an ideal case for the use of full

electrostatics using DPMTA. This is a feature unique to NAMD. The simulations, initially,

will identify which protein-DNA and protein-protein interactions are involved in recognition

of the DNA sequence by the protein and which interactions and degrees of freedom are

involved in the bending and unwinding of the DNA which is expected to occur on protein

binding. The estrogen receptor system being simulated is shown in �gure 8 in a rendering

that used the graphics program VMD. Figure 8

here

7 Conclusions

The program NAMD is an inherently parallel program for fast simulations of large biomole-

cular systems. It is designed to e�ciently utilize parallel machines ranging in size from tens

of processors to hundreds of processors. For this purpose, the program uses a spatial de-

composition of the molecular system combined with a multithreaded, message-driven design

to provide a potentially highly scalable design that is tolerant of communication latency.

An object-oriented design and implementation make NAMD highly modular. This renders

NAMD an excellent testbed for experimentation with new algorithms. One new algorithm

that has already been incorporated is DPMTA which provides an O(N) means of comput-

ing electrostatic interactions for all pairs of atoms. In future work, we plan to implement

new load balancing algorithms, and communication optimizations, experiment with alter-

nate parallelization strategies, and carry out performance tuning exercises, leading to an
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improved program that will e�ciently run very large simulations (of systems beyond 100,000

atoms), using hundreds of processors. As part of the MDScope package, NAMD provides the

computational engine for an interactive modeling system. The program is currently being

used for the study of several molecular systems, such as the estrogen receptor. With its

parallel design and modularity, it is hoped that NAMD will be an excellent MD program to

explore new algorithms and to perform new simulations that were not previously impossible.

8 Availability

Information concerning NAMD and MDScope development can be found via the World

Wide Web at the address http://www.ks.uiuc.edu. Source code and documentation for

NAMD and the other components of MDScope are available via anonymous ftp from the

site ftp.ks.uiuc.edu in the directory /pub/mdscope.
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System Number Run time with Run time with

name of atoms 8 �A electrostatic cuto� DPMTA

polio virus coat 17638 5247 8010
estrogen receptor 10238 3386 5089
bacteriorhodopsin 3762 1026 1411

Table 1: Comparison of NAMD run times using an 8 �A electrostatic cuto� and using an
8 �A local interaction length and DPMTA. All the simulations were performed on four HP
735/125 workstations connected via ATM. The simulations consisted of 1000 time steps and
all run times are reported in seconds.



Class Name Description

Communicate Protocol independent means of message passing, including
operations such as send, receive, and broadcast

Inform Means to print messages to the screen from any processor
SimParameters Container class for static simulation data such as number of

time steps, time step size, etc.
Molecule Container class for static structural data for the molecule such

as which atoms are bonded by various types of bonds, explicit
exclusions, etc.

Parameters Container class for energy parameters from the parameter �les
LoadBalance Means for calculating an optimal distribution of patches to

processors that will keep the load balanced across all processors
Collect Collection mechanism for gathering global information such as

energy totals
Output Means of producing all forms of output for NAMD including

trajectory �les, energy output, etc.
PatchDistrib Container class for the current processor assignment for all the

patches in the simulation
FMAInterface Processor level interface to the full electrostatic module
PatchList Container class for the patches belonging to this processor and

the logic to schedule the execution of these patches

Table 2: Description of the purpose of the objects present on each processor in NAMD.



Number of NAMD X-PLOR CHARMM

processors run time run time run time

1 304.72 237.45 255.78
2 163.88 125.38 157.27
4 92.06 75.45 119.15
8 50.65 46.38 61.18

Table 3: Comparison of run times for NAMD, X-PLOR, and CHARMM. All times are for
1000-time-step simulations of a system of 32,867 atoms (calmodulin in 44 �A radius water
sphere) using an 7.5 �A cuto�. All simulations were run on HP workstations connected via
ATM. All run times are in minutes.
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Figure 1:
Example of MDScope execution showing VMD running on a 3-D projection system and
NAMD running on a cluster of HP workstations.



Figure 2:
Spatial decomposition of a small polypeptide. Each cube represents a patch in NAMD.
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Figure 3:
Simple arrangement of threads along with timing diagrams showing how the tasks for proces-
sor 1 would be scheduled using a traditional order-based algorithm and using a message-
driven algorithm. Note that the order-based algorithm incurs idle processor time while
waiting for the atom position message from patch C to patch B to arrive while the message-
driven algorithm overlaps this message latency time with other computations.
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Figure 4:
Patch level object diagram for NAMD. Each patch consists of a data section which includes
the coordinates, velocities, and forces for each atom, force objects which compute components
of the force �eld, an object to perform integration, and the controlling logic that calls each
object appropriately.
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Figure 5:
Schematic diagram of the interface between DPMTA and NAMD. The interface consists of
the classes FMAInterface and LongForce.
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Figure 6:
Plot of speedup versus number of processors for NAMD, CHARMm, and X-PLOR. All
simulations were for 1000 time steps of a 32,867-atom system (calmodulin in a 44 �A radius
water sphere) with a 7.5 �A cuto� run on a cluster of HP workstations.
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Figure 7:
Example of recursive bisection in two dimensions. Dashed lines represent patch boundaries.
Solid lines represent boundaries determined by recursive bisection. Numbers indicate cost
function value for each bisection region.



Figure 8:
A dimer of the ER{DBD complexed with DNA, drawn using the graphics program VMD.


